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ABSTRACT
Blind image steganalysis is a technique for discovering the message hidden in
images in an independent manner than embedding the hidden message. The
content of the image contribute to the success of steganalysis drastically. In
the past, texture, one of the most basic features in any image processing, has
been used for content-based image classification. Correlogram properties as
textural based features have numerous applications in this field. Homogeneity,
contrast, correlation, energy and entropy are the correlogram properties used
more frequently than others for this purpose. In this article, the impacts of
these properties, as descriptors for image content, on blind steganalysis in
JPEG image are investigated. The results indicate that when correlogram
homogeneity increases, the false image detection of blind steganalysis increases
accordingly; while, decrease in correlogram contrast and entropy, leads to an
increase in error. The energy and correlation of correlogram have unspecified
effects on image blind steganalysis.
c 2014 JComSec. All rights reserved.

1

Introcution

Steganalysis is a method for discovering the existence
of hidden message in a carrier signal. The hidden
message can be embedded into a carrier signal using
different method referred to as steganography. If steganalysis method is not used the properties of specific
steganography method referred to a blind or universal
steganalysis.
The message embedding rate of many steganography methods in JPEG domain depends on the number of non-zero coefficient of Discrete Cosines Transform(DCT). Also,The length of the random massage
used in steganography is an image capacity ratio[1–5].
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These indicate implicitly that image content influences
both the steganography and steganalysis performance.
There is an important question in this field. Which
kind of images is more difficult for steganalysis? Two
sets of different measures are provided to help select
the suitable image. The measures that are stego-cover
based and the measures that are cover-based [6]. The
first set selects an image which is less affected by message embedding; therefore, image selection is affected
by message selection and as the message changes the
selected image will change as well. But, the second
set is defined on the basis of image content only and
independent of the message. Gray level Co-occurrence
matrix(GLCM) properties of image is an example of
second set of measures, used for image selection from
a set of images [7]. Co-occurrence matrix depends on
distance and direction which has less impact on steganalysis; therefore, correlogram, generalization for
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Co-occurrence matrix which depends only on distance,
can help discover suitable images for steganography.
The motivation behind this selection is its property
usage for content based image classification[8] and its
similarity to GLCM used in steganalysis[9].
In this article, the effect of correlogram properties
on image blind steganalysis is investigated. The set of
the article is as follows: the related works in section
II, the correlogram and its properties in section III,
the experiment tools and methods in section IV, the
results in section V and conclusion in section VI are
explained.

2

Related works

In this section, the objectives and examples for each of
the related topics and their difference with this article
are described.
2.1

2.2

Steganalysis

Blind steganalysis methods propose a feature set to
discover a hidden message using their investigation
which is named feature vector. Three widely known
feature vectors used in this article, are PEV-274[12],
JAN-548[13] and CHEN-390[14].
Another section of the blind steganalysis is classification method. The output of this section can be put in
the four group; true assigning of clear images(without
hidden message) TN, false assigning of clear image
FN, true assigning of stego images(include hidden
message) TP and false assigning of stego image FP.
The Steganalysis Evaluation Measures(SEMs) consist of precision, recall, specificity and accuracy are
used in evaluating the classification performance. Table 1 shows the SEM definitions. n(X) is defined as a
function to represent the number of image of a typical
group.

Steganography
Table 1. Steganalysis Evaluation Measures(SEMs)

Researchers have proposed various steganography
methods to make the least changes on grayscale JPEG
image and resist against current steganalysis methods.
“Sallee” provided a model based steganography and
named it MB1[3]. It was recognized by a simple blocking measure. For this reason, he improved this method
to resist against attack by the blocking measure and
named it MB2[4].
Heuristic methods are another category of steganography techniques. These techniques apply the method
provided by Jsteg Algorithm. The following generation of heuristic steganography methods includes F3,
F4 and F5. ”Fridrich et al.” improved F5 to help increase the message embedding capacity and named it
nsF5[2].
Yet Another Steganography Scheme (YASS) is another basic method. It employs first 19 coefficients in
the macroblocks to embed the message[10]. “Sarkar et
al.” suggested that an 8×8 JPEG block to be selected
randomly in a macroblock. The JPEG block is selected
based on measures such as total non-zero AC coefficients or block variance [5]. In this article, the total
non-Zero AC coefficient measure is applied for YASS.
“Fridrich et al.” proposed PQ method based on
perturbing the quantization step of JPEG standard[1]
which is detectable by singular value decomposition
based features[11]. Then, it was developed by changing
the block selection measures to provide its different
versions such as PQE, PQT and –PQT [2].

Measure

Definition

Precision

n(T P )/(n (T P ) + n (F P ))

Recall

n(T P )/(n (T P ) + n (F N ))

Specificity n(T N )/(n (T N ) + n (F P ))
Accuracy

n (T P ) + n (T N )
n (T P ) + n (T N ) + n (F P ) + n(F N )

The precision measure specifies the percentage of
true detection of images that have already detected to
be a stego. An image will be eliminated soon after it
is detected to be a stego. So, the decrease of precision
measure can reduce steganalysis applicability[15].
Recall is for recognition of true stego image and
its reduction indicates that the hidden information is
passing through the system which is quite critical for
security systems[15].
Specificity stands for true recognition of clear images. Clearly, a decrease in this measure could lead to
dissatisfaction in user not intending to send hidden
message[15].
Accuracy is responsible for accuracy of the overall
operation of system and it shows the whole system
efficiency in average state[15].
All steganalysis methods including those listed at
first paragraph of II-B focus on increasing average performance and do not consider their weakness against
different images. For this reason, suitable image selection can improve steganography performance, consequently increase the fault probability of steganalysis.
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2.3

Image selection

There are two measure categories namely the coverbased measures and the stego-cover-based measures
for appropriate image selection. Based on the provided knowledge about used steganography and steganalysis methods; no knowledge, partial knowledge
and full knowledge scenarios influence image selection
measures[6].
Preprocessing and selecting the suitable image from
an image set can speed up the effectiveness of steganography [7]. Fast measures are calculated based on image
complexity or texture; while the exact measures are
calculated based on image alterations because of the
embedded message.
We are going to propose some measures influence
steganalysis based on cover image and no-knowledge
scenario. Therefore, we must use image properties to
propose these features. An important feature category
is the texture based one and one of the best tools
used in both image indexing based on content[16] and
steganalysis[9] is GLCM.
The GLCM is calculated on the basis of relation
between pair of points in an image located in a specific
distance and direction from each other.
In this article, by deleting direction parameter,
GLCM is generalized to correlogram in order to clarify
the effect of correlogram properties on blind steganalysis performance. The correlogram and GCLM are
discussed more in section III.
2.4

Message and embedding capacity

The embedded message is the aspect of steganography. Lack of special pattern and message length are
the important factors affecting steganography and steganalysis. Steganography methods’ experiments usually generate random message and embed it to the image in order to avoid special pattern. In many articles,
message length is a ratio of image capacity which is affected by the steganography method [1–5, 13]. This is
an implicit verification that image content influences
the steganography and steganalysis performance. Another subject which brings this hypothesis to mind is
the steganography method’s dependency on non-zero
AC coefficients.
In this research, since the focus is on the effect of
image content, the fixed length is used for message
instead of image capacity ratio. In fact, using of image capacity ratio is aimed at disregarding the effect
of content and concentrating on steganography and
steganalysis which would lead to maximum image capacity.

3

Color Correlogram Properties

The Color Correlogram(CC) for grayscale images is
very similar to GLCM. GLCM is a tool used in steganalysis feature extracting and identified by(1) where
I is a m×n grayscale image and 4x and 4y are the
horizontal and the vertical distance.
n
m
X
X

p (I (p, q) = i, I (p + 4x, q + 4y) = j)

C4x,4y (i, j) =

p=1 q=1

(1)

Each index (i, j) is the probability of existence of
a pixel with grayscale j in distance identified by 4x
and 4y from a pixel with grayscale i[17]. First, a 1D histogram is generated using a projection of this
matrix along the diagonal line. Next, its three first
moments and their characteristic functions are being
introduced as the steganalysis features[9, 18].
GLCM properties are used in Content Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) systems as features[19]. These properties are homogeneity, contrast, correlation, energy
and entropy(see Table 2). C, i, j, µ and σ are Image,
row index, column index, mean and variance for row or
column of images, respectively. CC shows the spatial
Table 2. GLCM and CC Properties Identifications[16]

GLCM and CC Identification
Properties
P
Homogeneity
i,j C(i, j)/(1 + |i − j|)
P
2
Contrast
i,j |i − j| C(i, j)

P
−
→
Correlation
(i − µi ) (j − µj ) C (i, j) /(σi σj )
i.j
P
2
Energy
i,j C(i, j)
P
Entropy
i,j −ln (C (i, j)) C (i, j)
correlation changes of every pair of colors at a specified distance; therefore, we can define it as (2) where
d is the distance and C4x,4y (i, j) is defined as in (1).
Correlogramd (i, j) =

X
√

C4x,4y (i, j) (2)

4x2 +4y 2 ≤d

The correlogram(d) expression is used to refer to whole
CC matrix instead of Correlogramd . Figure 1 shows
an image and Figure 2 shows its correlogram(1) according to (2). Although, Figure 2 does not show exact
value of each Correlogramd (i, j), it shows the ratio of
each matrix element to another one. If the number of
image color is not decreased, the correlogram dimension for grayscale images would be 256 × 256. Each
pixel(i, j) in Figure 2 shows occurrence ratio of color j
and color i in one pixel distance for image shown in
Figure 1. The white pixel shows the most occurrence
and black pixel shows the least. The bar inside the
main image in Figure 2 defines the value of each color.
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The CC properties are defined in Table 2 extract
statistical features of color correlogram matrix. They
show the color turbulence of images. An image with
more color turbulence is more suitable for steganography and the probability of detecting hidden message
in it is decreased.
CC properties are similar to GLCM properties and
reflect the color turbulence; but they are defined based
on CC matrix instead of GLCM as shown in Table 2.
Correlogram of color decreased images are often
used in CBIR[8]. Color decrease is useful for CBIR
because we don’t need image details there; while,
image details are very important in steganalysis. So,
in this article, we consider the original image (without
color decreasing) and investigate the effects of its CC
properties on blind steganalysis. The color correlogram
dimension is 256 × 256 which 256 is number of colors
in grayscale images.

Figure 2. Sample image correlogram(1)

Eight steganography methods: MB1, MB2, nsF5,
YASS, PQ, PQE, PQT and –PQT are used for embedding random messages of lengths 256, 512, 768, 1024
and 2048 bytes.
Three feature vectors PEV-274, JAN-548 and
CHEN-390 and the Quadratic Support Vector Machine (Q-SVM) as the classification method, are
employed for steganalysis.
The correlogram(1) is utilized because of better
relation between closer pixels. Homogeneity, contrast,
correlation, energy, and entropy are selected as the
correlogram(1) properties to investigate their effects
on blind steganalysis.
4.2
Figure 1. A sample image

4

Experiments

In order to evaluate the effects of CC properties on
steganalysis, we must employ appropriate experiment
process, tools and set the involved parameters which
will be explained in continue.
4.1

Tools and parameters

BOWS2 image set consist of 10000 grayscale 512×512
image in SGM format[20]. These images are converted
to JPEG format with quality factor 98 employed in
this research. They are divided into two distinguished
parts BOWS2-1 and BOWS2-2 each with 5000 images.

Experiment steps

The conducted experiment consists of three steps.
First step is selection of random message length and
applying the steganography method. Second step is
choosing BOWS2-1 or BOWS2-2 as training image set
and the other one as test image set. In each of training
and test steps, to make a composition of both stego
and clear images, half of the images are selected randomly and by using a selected steganography method,
random messages of selected lengths are embedded in
them. In third step, the test images are classified by
using a steganalysis vector.
On the other hand, the value of selected correlogram
properties is calculated for all clear images. Let d be the
interval of the range of value of each property CP and
f (I, CP ) be a function to calculate the correlogram
property CP for the image I. The H(I, CP ) shows
image scope as (3).
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H (I, CP ) =




1st Scope






2nd Scope


3rd Scope






4th Scope






5th Scope

scopes, the SEMs values are more than their values in
each lower scope.

0 ≤ f (I, CP ) < d/5
d
5

≤ f (I, CP ) < 2d/5

2d
5

≤ f (I, CP ) < 3d/5

3d
5

≤ f (I, CP ) < 4d/5
4d
5

≤ f (I, CP ) ≤ d
(3)

So, every image will be allocated to the related
steganalysis detection category while it belongs to a
specified correlogram property scope. Then, the Steganalysis Evaluation Measures (SEMs) are calculated
in each scope separately.
It is clear that, based on tools and parameters used
in experiment, the total runs of the process is multiplied by the number of steganography methods, the
number of different message length, the number of
steganalysis methods and the number of training and
test image sets. Here, total runs are 240. In this article, the mean of the obtained results of these runs are
used in judging the effects of correlogram properties
on the image blind steganalysis.

5

Results

Figure 4. SEMs in contrast scopes of correlogram(1)

Figure 5 shows SEMs values in different correlation
scopes of correlogram. In the used image database,
there is no image in the 4th scope. Precision and
specificity have more values in the scopes have more
correlation of correlogram except the 1st scope. Recall
and accuracy decrease from the 2nd scope towards
the 5th scope. All SEMs values in 2nd scope are less
than their values in the 1st scope.

The experiments are conducted based on process and
parameters described in the previous section. The
obtained results are summarized in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7.
Figure 3 shows the SEMs values in different homogeneity scopes. Precision, recall and accuracy measures decrease when the homogeneity of correlogram
increases. Specificity decreases too when homogeneity
of correlogram increases.

Figure 5. SEMs in correlation scopes of correlogram(1)

Figure 6 shows SEMs values in different energy
scopes of correlogram. Precision and specificity have
unspecified behaviors. Recall and accuracy values are
less than their values in the previous scope from the
3rd towards the 5th scope.

Figure 3. SEMs in homogeneity scopes of correlogram(1)

Figure 4 shows SEMs values in different contrast
scopes of correlogram. The SEMs in the 3rd scopes
are less than their values in 2nd scopes. In the other

Figure 7 shows SEMs values in different entropy
scope of correlogram. All measures have more values in
the scopes have more entropy of correlogram. In other
words, the probability of steganalysis success would
increase by an increasing in correlogram entropy.
The results are summarized in Table 3 with no
details. Several relations are used in Table 3 . Inverse
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6

Conclusion

In this article, the effect of correlogram properties on
image blind steganalysis is studied. The results show
that an increase in homogeneity and entropy and a
decrease in contrast would decrease the SEMs values. The effect of entropy is more obvious than others.
Therefore, steganography in the images that their correlogram has more homogeneity and less entropy and
contrast would decrease the probability of detection
of the hidden message.

Figure 6. SEMs in energy scopes of correlogram(1)

Correlogram properties are image texture features.
In CBIR, Gabor filter based features, also the texture
based features, are more important than correlogram
properties. In the continuation of this study, the effects of these features on steganalysis can be useful in
finding other properties influence steganalysis. Color
based and shape based features which are used for
image classification and CBIR systems are other properties that their studying can be useful to find better
properties.
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